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Abstract: Test time reduction is a prominent challenge in scan 

based Design For Testability (DFT) architectures for cost effective 

test. Reliability and testability both are main objectives for DFT in 

today’s VLSI design. In this paper, we have proposed multiple 

standard test control point insertion technique for 7nm 

technology node. The design was tested on 7828 sequential cells. 

We have compared results of following three Design Rule Check 

(DRC) (1) Scan DRC (2) Clock Scan DRC (3) Multiple standard 

test control point insertion DRC. We have used software tool 

Synopsys TetraMAX ATPG, Synopsys DFTMAX and Synopsys 

DFT compiler to verify the design. It has been observed that 

multiple standard test control point insertion DRC takes 

minimum time to check design of 7828 sequential cells. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the complexity of VLSI circuits continues to 

increase, testing them economically becomes a challenging 

task. VLSI industries always bothered to find newer method 

to make design more reliable and testable. As the overall 

test-cost required to be reduce hence, testability of 

sequential/combinational circuits became tough task [1]. 

Tests based on scan architecture is the most predominantly 

used solution in order to achieve high fault coverage, the test 

doesn’t consider the problems of large volume of test data 

which is recognized as one of major contributors to the test 

cost. Automatic test equipment (ATE) with high memory 

which can deal with increasing volume of test data is 

expensive [2]. Many compression schemes have been 

proposed to reduce the volume of test data needed to be 

stored in ATE by exploiting the don’t care bits [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

Although a decompressed circuit should be designed to 

decompress the compressed data into original test patterns, 

test data compression can reduce the test data volume and 

test application time without degrading performance of the 

circuit[2]. 
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To reconfigure the scan chains in our design to suit 

various tester requirements by defining different modes of 

operation, called test modes. Each test mode is activated by 

asserting one or more test-mode signals according to a 

particular test-mode encoding. Different test modes can have 

different scan-in and scan-out pin counts, and can even have 

independent sets of scan-in and scan-out pins altogether. The 

advantage of multiple test point insertion allow scan chain to 

bifurcate the test patterns in needed area. i.e., if scan cell no.1 

to scan cell no.75 from scan chain 1 and scan cell no.12 to 

scan cell no.25 of scan chain 2 require same test vectors then, 

test point bypasses the path after scan cell no.75 of scan chain 

1 to scan cell no.12 of scan chain 2 [10,11]. 

The paper is organized as under: the section –II discusses 

on the results of scan DRC, section –III discusses on results of 

clock SCAN DRC, section –IV discusses on results of  

Multiple standard test control point insertion DRC, section-V 

ends with conclusion. References are given at the end of 

paper. 

II.  RESULT OF SCAN DRC 

Consider an example of a D flip-flop before and after scan 

substitution using the multiplexed flip-flop scan style shown 

in the Fig.1. The pin 

connection mappings are 

shown in parentheses.  
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